Report from the LAB Session 3
Breaking the bounds of bonsai with interdisciplinary designers
By Katherine Wimble Fox
Photographs supplied by Timothy Aguero for the Pacific Bonsai Museum

Figure 1: Above left, Fauntleroy House by George Suyama
FAIA.
Figure 2: Above right, Junsei House and the LAB Session 3.
Figure 3: Below, George Suyama gives an architectural tour.
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“In bonsai - a niche practice that tends to adhere to tradition
- you start to see the same thing done over and over,” Pacific
Bonsai Museum Curator and LAB Moderator Aarin Packard
began the LAB Session 3 explaining. (For a run-down on the
LAB Sessions 1 and 2, see previous articles; Fox, Katherine
Wimble. "Everyday Reverence: Architecture, bonsai, and the
LAB,” American Bonsai Society Journal 52, no. 4 (2018):1825 and Wascha, Stephanie. “An Architect in the Audience: A
Review of the LAB Sessions 1 & 2 and Preview of Sessions 3 &
4”, American Bonsai Society Journal 53, no. 3 (2019): 6-13.)
‘How do you break the bounds of institutionalized norms
and explore a practice that questions all of those norms in
order to move the art forward?’ is the question that Pacific
Bonsai Museum’s LAB project asks, hypothesizing that one
answer might come from outsider perspectives, particularly those of designers from various disciplines in which
design principles have evolved and matured over time in
the ferment of design critique. Artists and design professionals from the realms of architecture, landscape archi-

“

Neil positioned the current
practice of western bonsai at a
major turning point, …

Figure 4: Left, Ryan Neil gives a
"bonsai 101" overview with the limber pine, Pinus flexilis.

Figure 5: Left, Aarin Packard,
Curator at Pacific Bonsai Museum,
with the LAB Session 3 participants.

tecture, sculpture, glass art, graphic design, design writing,
and bonsai convened at architect George Suyama’s richlyminimalistic Fauntleroy and Junsei Houses in West Seattle,
Washington to view the LAB works in progress thoughtfully
positioned throughout the houses and comment on them as
artistic works. (Figures 1, 2, & 3)
But first, some in the group needed ‘bonsai 101’ which
was delivered Ryan Neil-style (i.e. densely conceptual and

thought-provoking). Neil positioned
the current practice of western bonsai
at a major turning point, as its practitioners wrestle with how to present relevant cultural constructions of nature
within the design constraints of native
materials. (Figure 4) He defined two
demands in bonsai: the design must 1)
‘function’-- i.e. live-- and 2) elicit a feelBONSAI / The Journal of the American Bonsai Society
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Figure 6: Above left, Ron Lang
presents container at LAB
Session 3.
Figure 7: Below left, Austin
Heitzman presents stand at LAB
Session 3.
Figure 8: Right, LAB composition in progress at Fauntleroy
House.

ing or call to contemplation. The artist
can meet these demands, he asserted,
by choosing to adhere to cultural
traditions - that have been perfected
over centuries, certainly resulting in
beautifully crafted forms - or by picking up and running with the interpretive thread that has always been a part
of bonsai: the representation of nature
in miniature. The bonsai artist can do
both, he claimed - depict the beautiful line and the story - as long as their
process is guided by and honoring of
material design constraints.
Case in point: his aged, hollowedtrunk Limber Pine, Pinus flexilis, bonsai that he began before a live audience
at the LAB Session 1, then reworked
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and completed shortly before Session 2 and then potted into
Ron Lang’s shimmery, riveted container at Session 2. In this
work, Neil tells a story of a sentinel tree and its ecosystem: a
tree with a high-wind withstanding, resin-free, limber core
that gives the species a unique propensity to lie down. That
particular material constraint is what he chose to design
around; he anticipates this lying down will occur slowly over
the next five to seven years, after which time a second iteration of design will need to begin.
Next, the roving critique arrived at another LAB composition combo: a container created by ceramicist Ron Lang
(Figure 6) and a wooden stand created in response to that
container by furniture maker/woodworker Austin Heitzman
(Figure 7). Both designs were inspired by the Frank Lloyd
Wright-designed Griggs home that was the setting of the
LAB Session 1, with its central fireplace hearth and copperclad, cantilevering roof. Heitzman designed his stand to
solve the problem of outdoor display: an uncommon place

“

The audience could immediately see Wright’s
influence in the geometric forms of both pieces…

for stands in traditional bonsai but required for display at
Pacific Bonsai Museum. His copper-covered stand has a
remarkable expected lifespan of at least 50 years out in the
elements. Lang’s pot is a boxy, earthy ‘site’ of bonsai extruded as if by stoking into a geometric container reminiscent of
a fireplace. (Figure 8) The audience could immediately see
Wright’s influence in the geometric forms of both pieces.
Some wondered out loud how such a visually distinctive
stand/container combo could ever ‘recede’ in order to let
the tree ‘shine’ the way stands and containers typically do
in traditional bonsai. Lang noted that this container plays
a part in telling the narrative, but in a louder voice than it
traditionally would: “It’s not this quiet ‘picture frame around
the painting’.” Neil added: “Containers are one half of bonsai
but are underserved, always taking a backseat to the tree,”
adding, “Perhaps it’s time to change that. We’re seeing with
the LAB project the opportunity for a major evolution and
greater freedom.”

Figure 9: Above left, Ryan presents root over rock idea
at LAB Session 3.
Figure 10: Above right, Pacific Douglas Fir,
Pseudotsuga menziesii var. menziesii, material that
will be used in the session.

In striking contrast to the angular
forms of the stand/container stands,
the organic form of a large, sinuous lava rock Ryan Neil selected for
the composition and placed in the
container for the first time before the
audience to see how this vertical element worked. (Figure 9) Neil’s take
on Frank Lloyd Wright’s story picked
up on a Wright design dictate: to blur
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Figure 11: Below left, Ryan works with Pacific Douglas fir looking for the
best presentation of the material.
Figure 12: Below right, axonometric view of the container/stand combo of
Ron Lang and Austin Heitzman.

the line between interior/exterior,
between natural/built environments.
Neil also revealed the Pacific Douglas
Fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii var. menziesii, material (Figures 10 & 11) he
plans to perch as a high, root-overrock planting: possibly the first such
planting with a Pacific Douglas Fir.
(There are currently none in any public bonsai collection in the world.) He
will complete the design in time for
the final LAB Session 4 in 2020.
Finally, the third composition: the
one initiated by Heitzman’s walnut
stand, atypically designed in the verti-
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cal plane, and compounded in complexity by a Lang container designed to hang off the stand near the top. Lang’s pot was
inspired by both Anasazi cliff dwellings and Frank Lloyd
Wright’s design tenant that one should always build near, but
always below, the crest of a hill, so as to always let natural
stay ‘on top’. (Figure 12) What tree would work best here?
Neil was challenged to provide an answer. The design constraints will be familiar to anyone accustomed to buildingcentric, time-crunched, modern living: the tree would need
to survive indoors (as the wooden stand would not fare well
outdoors) and regular watering would be challenging (with
wood directly below the container’s drain holes). Neil’s solution was to depict a dry, desert environment with one of two
arborescent succulents: a practice with a good foothold in
South African bonsai but ground-breaking stuff in American
bonsai. We will find out which succulent Neil chooses at the
LAB Session 4. (Figures 13 & 14)

Figure 13: Above left, LAB composition
in progress with succulents.
Figure 14: Below left, succulents and
LAB combo from above.

Conversations about the works definitely benefited from
the audience’s wonderfully naive (in the very best of ways)
questions posed to the artists about their design rationale.
Questions from three artists in the audience also touched
on the emotional toll the practice takes on the bonsai artist:
“Why do you wrestle with this so?”, “What happens to a tree
that you cared for after it dies?”, and “Do you feel bad about
not letting that limber pine lie down?” Neil responded.
“What it comes down to is a question: should we be using
this artistic medium [bonsai] to communicate how valuable
our relationship with nature is, what it means to collaborate
with a living thing, and wrestle with matters of living and
dying? For me, the answer is ‘yes’.”

Video and audio from all the LAB Sessions are being recorded for an upcoming documentary about the project.
When available, information about
how to watch and listen, as well as information about Session 4, Reveal and
Artists’ Reflections (Date and location
TBA), will be posted at www.pacificbonsaimuseum.org. Stay tuned!
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